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Introduction 
 
The promotion of positive behaviours is a Skills for Life Trust non-negiotable.  These are defined as 
the types of behaviours that will lead to social, academic and professional success, empowering 
students to be resilient learners for the present and the future. 
 

Principles 
 
When dealing with the behaviour of students at The Skills for Life Trust, we aim to: 
 
Create a caring, secure and orderly community in which the boundaries of acceptable behaviour are clear, 
shared and consistent, and reflect Government legislation as represented in the Education Act 2002 
(amended 2011); The Equality Act 2010; The Education and Inspection Act 2006; DFE Exclusion from 
Academies in England; The Academy Discipline (pupil exclusion and reviews) 2012; The Education 
Regulations 2017; The Human Rights Act 1998; and the Race Relations Act 1976 (amended 2000); 
 

Aims for behaviour 
 

• Teach respect for individuals and the understanding that we are all different; 
• Ensure a consistent, positive approach to behaviour management throughout the school 

day; 
• Provide students and staff with an environment that is suitable for learning; 
• Ensure the social, emotional and learning needs are addressed appropriately; 
• Establish clear procedures for dealing with and managing unacceptable behaviour 
• Empower students so that they are able to self-manage their behaviour 
• Praise and reward good work, positive behaviour and attitudes; 
• Encourage the active and early involvement of parents in supporting positive behaviour; 
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Greenacre Academy Behaviour Policy 

 
The purpose of this a policy is to promote outstanding teaching and learning and high standards of 
attainment; preserve the reputation of the Academy; and fulfill the Governors’ duty of care to students 
and employees at Greenacre Academy. 
 
Principles 
When dealing with the behaviour of students at Greenacre Academy, we aim to: 

• Create a caring, secure and orderly community in which the boundaries of acceptable behaviour 
are clear, shared and consistent, and reflect Government legislation as represented in the 
Education Act 2002 (amended 2011); The Equality Act 2010; The Education and Inspection Act 
2006; DFE Exclusion from Academies in England; The Academy Discipline (pupil exclusion and 
reviews) 2012; The Education Regulations 2007; The Human Rights Act 1998; and the Race 
Relations Act 1976 (amended 2000); 

• Ensure that our students develop ‘skills for life’ that will help them when they leave the Academy. 
• Ensure that all staff are aware of the powers available to them to sanction poor behaviour; 
• Ensure that students and parents are introduced to the Academy’s expectations via the 

Home/Academy agreement; 
• Ensure that students are familiar with the Detention and Rewards systems for managing student 

behaviour and issuing rewards; and that staff apply these consistently; and that these are regularly 
monitored; 

• Ensure that students understand how their behaviour contributes to their House’s success; 
• Ensure that students understand how their behaviour contributes to the overall learning climate 

of the Academy; 
• Ensure Equality of Opportunity for all students; 
• Consider the impact of each individual’s behaviour on the Academy community as a whole; 
• Work as part of a multi‐agency network to help student achieve more; 
• Promote clear values and a clear moral code; 
• Promote the principles of British Values as the basis of right behaviour. 
• Enforce fair, consistent and appropriate sanctions when necessary; 
• Involve parents and governors wherever it is appropriate or required. 

 
Powers 
The Academy has the following powers (as a result of legislation introduced in the Education and 
Inspections Act of 2006): 

• The ability to impose sanctions (or penalties) on a student where his conduct falls below the 
standard expected. This includes failing to follow an Academy rule or an instruction given by a 
member of staff. 

• The ability to detain students during a break; on evenings, weekends or staff only days during term 
time (these are classified as permitted days). Parental consent is not required. 
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• The ability for a member of staff to use reasonable force to prevent a student from committing an 
offence, causing personal injury, damaging property or doing something that prejudices discipline 
at the Academy. 

• The ability to confiscate items not permitted or misused on the Academy site. This includes the 
retention and disposal of such items. 

• The ability to search a student for offensive weapons, where there are reasonable suspicions that 
a weapon is concealed. Reasonable force may be used if necessary. 

• The ability to search a student with their consent for any item that is banned by the Academy 
rules. 

• The ability to search a student without consent for illegal drugs, weapons, alcohol and stolen 
items; where there are reasonable suspicions that such items are concealed. In such cases the 
Academy is likely to involve the Police. 

 
All teaching staff are empowered by the Headteacher to: 

• Impose sanctions. 
• Detain students (without parental consent). 
• Use reasonable force (please refer to the Academy’s guidance on reasonable force). 
• Request the confiscation of items. 

 
In addition to the above, the Leadership Group and Heads of Year are empowered by the Headteacher to: 

• Confiscate and dispose of inappropriate items or items misused on the Academy site. 
• Search students; using reasonable force where necessary. 

 
General Practice 
The Academy recognises that every student and member of staff is responsible for promoting good 
behaviour. We recognise that poor behaviour forms a significant barrier to learning and progress and for 
this reason it will not be tolerated. 
 
Guidance for parents on the Academy’s expectations appears in the Home Academy Agreement, which is 
signed by the Academy, the parent and the student.  
 
In order to ensure that appropriate support is in place and the rights of all students to learn in an orderly 
environment are protected, the Academy may carry out a risk assessment in cases when a student is 
considered a risk to the learning or health and safety of other students or staff. Where students are known 
to have been excluded, either permanently or for a fixed term, from their previous School, they may be 
risk assessed prior to admission to the Academy. The Academy reserves the right to risk assess any student 
on roll as a result of behaviour that causes concern.  
 
The Academy operates a system of ‘On Call’. This system offers support to all colleagues by members of 
the Senior Leadership Team, Heads of Year and other suitable staff. Those Staff who are ‘on call’ are able 
to assist in dealing with any issues within the classroom. Students are exited from a lesson and who are 
refusing to go to the Head of Department, or who have subsequently been exited from the Head of 
Department are taken to the CWC (Curriculum Wellbeing Centre) or a suitable member of senior staff for 
the remainder of their lesson. 
 
All Staff are responsible for maintaining a calm, safe environment by performing duties before and after 
Academy and at break times.  
 
All sanctions are applied ‘reasonably’ and ‘proportionately’. ‘Reasonably’ essentially means in accordance 
with general practice in the teaching profession; ‘proportionately’ means that a sanction is not out of 
proportion with the actions that it is intended to deal with. 
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All staff are asked to familiarise themselves with the information and guidance regarding behaviour, 
rewards and sanctions in the Staff Handbook. 
 
All students are expected to prioritise their learning and understand the importance of courtesy and 
manners. Good behaviour is the ‘norm’; poor or off‐task behaviour is a hindrance to learning and affects 
the climate for learning and will therefore not be tolerated.  
 
All Students are expected to respond in a ‘reasonable’ manner to a reasonable request from a member 
of staff. Where their response is unreasonable, Parents may be invited in to meet and discuss their son’s 
behaviour. 
 
Managing Behaviour within the Classroom 
Teachers are tasked with the general management of behaviour within the classrooms. Teachers will be 
mindful of the needs of their students and will have access to ‘Individual Strategy Sheets’ which outline 
particular strategies that should used to manage the behaviour of students with SEN or Behavioural 
needs. Teachers will use a range of strategies to promote good behaviour within the classroom including 
the 3-warning system, refocusing a student by speaking to them outside the room, and moving the 
student within the classroom. Regular CPD and coaching will ensure that Teachers have a range of 
strategies available to them. 
 
Rewarding Positive Behaviour 
At Greenacre Academy, we want our Behaviour System to be focussed on rewarding students who are 
‘getting it right’ rather than sanctioning students who are ‘getting it wrong’. Rewards include praise within 
a lesson, postcards or phone calls home, and the awarding of Year Points that contribute to substantive 
rewards and trips each term. Members of the Senior Leadership Team, including the Headteacher, will 
also recognise and reward excellent work and behaviour around the Academy. 
 
Promoting Good Behaviour 
The Academy’s Skills for Life ethos is at the heart of everything we do and links directly to good behaviour. 
Form times, Skills for Life Lessons, Assemblies and a Skills for Life focus running throughout the curriculum 
promote values such as “excellence”, “manners”, “motivation” and ”employability”.  All staff within the 
Academy will model the behaviour we expect to see of our students. 
 
Supporting Students towards improved Behaviour 
The Academy has a range of interventions at its disposal to support students in improving their behaviour. 
The weekly intervention meeting acts as the conduit for appropriate intervention. Such Intervention may 
include Form Tutor or Head of Year Reports, Counselling, referral to internal or external Alternative 
Provision, or referral for Mentoring by the Medway Inclusions Team. The Academy may call upon the 
expertise or services of external agencies where necessary to help support a student in improving their 
behaviour. Where several strategies have been tried without success, the Academy may offer a student a 
‘managed transfer’ to another school to see if a different environment prompts an improvement in 
behaviour. 
 
Detention System 
Schools are complex places and Greenacre Academy will strive to see each student and incident 
individually. The purpose of sanctions is to demonstrate that behaviour is not acceptable; to express the 
disapproval of the Academy community; to deter other students from similar behaviour. Staff are advised 
to follow a set of common expectations and stepped sanctions as set out in the Detention System.  
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The Detention System can be seen in Appendix 1 of this policy and further details of how Staff should 
apply the system can be found in the Staff Handbook. 
 
Staff may issue ‘no notice’ detentions but are advised to give parents a minimum of 24 hours notice if a 
student is to be detained for a significant period of time, e.g. longer than 30 minutes after the Academy  
day, or on a Saturday.  Failure to attend a detention may result in an escalation of the sanction. 
 
Supporting Behaviour through Alternative Provisions 
Where a student’s behaviour is unacceptable or unsafe within a normal classroom setting, the Academy 
has a range of strategies available to encourage an improvement in behaviour.  
 
Curriculum Wellbeing Centre (CWC) 
The CWC provides a quieter, more supervised environment in which a student can work either for a very 
short period of time, or on a longer-term basis. The CWC gives the Academy the opportunity to remove a 
student from an ongoing situation whilst an investigation is carried out or additional intervention is put 
in place. Temporary placement in the CWC can be agreed by members of the Leadership Team or the 
Pastoral Team or the member of staff ‘on call’. Longer placement must be agreed by the Head of Pastoral. 
 
Temporary Off-site Placement 
Where a student’s behaviour has breached or persistently breached the school’s behaviour policy, they 
may be placed in the IEU or similar at another local secondary school for a short period of time. Work will 
be provided for the student and the student’s behaviour and attendance will be closely monitored, in 
consultation with the host school. Failure to attend the placement will be coded as an unauthorised 
absence.  
 
Exclusion 
The Academy adheres strictly to the Law in relation to exclusion and it has regard to appropriate guidance 
issued by the Secretary of State.  
 
The Headteacher is legally responsible, following investigation, for the fixed term and permanent 
exclusion of students. The Heads of Year will gather and prepare all exclusion documentation for 
consideration. 
 
Following a fixed term exclusion, a ‘Return to School’ meeting between the Academy, the student and the 
parent(s) will be arranged. This meeting will review the reason behind the exclusion and agree any 
intervention necessary upon the student’s return to Academy. 
 
Further details regarding the Academy’s approach and procedures with regards to exclusion can be found 
in Greenacre Academy’s Exclusion Policy. 
 
Bullying 
The Academy will not tolerate bullying and recognises that challenging bullying effectively will improve 
the safety and happiness of students, show that the Academy cares and make clear to bullies that their 
behaviour is unacceptable. 
 
The Academy recognises that there are many definitions of bullying but consider it most commonly to be: 

• Behaviour which is deliberately hurtful, (including verbal, indirect and physical); 
• Repeated over a period of time; 
• Difficult for victims to defend themselves against; 
• Bullying includes verbal and physical abuse and the inappropriate use of electronic media such as 
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mobile phones or the internet. 
 
The Academy recognises that there different types of bullying and students are be reminded that all forms 
of bullying are unacceptable and will not be tolerated. The Academy encourages students to ‘tell’ if they 
feel they are being bullied. Action will be taken to support the child and resolve the issue. More detailed 
information can be found in Greenacre Academy’s Anti-Bullying Policy. 
 
Banned Items 
The following items are not permitted on the Academy site: chewing gum, stink‐bombs, lighters, 
cigarettes, laser pens, electronic cigarettes, drugs paraphernalia, steel‐capped boots and other non- 
uniform footwear, jewelry. This list is not exhaustive and the Academy maintains the right to confiscate 
any item considered dangerous, offensive, inappropriate or that may compromise safety. 
 
The following items are considered dangerous and are also banned: fireworks, illegal drugs, solvents, 
knives, blades, pointed items, alcohol, guns (including plastic toys or replicas). 
 
Mobile Phones are not permitted to be used inside the Academy Building. Specific guidelines relating to 
the use of Mobile Phones within the Academy are set out in Appendix 4. 
 
Where a student is suspected to be in possession of a banned item, they may be searched. Searches will 
be carried out in accordance with DfE Guidance and the Academy’s procedures as outlined in Appendix 
2. 
 
Students found in possession of ‘banned’ items will have them confiscated and may be excluded from 
Academy. In relation to dangerous items, it is likely the Academy will involve the Police. The Academy has 
the authority to ‘dispose’ of banned items. 
 
Malicious Accusations 
All accusations against a member of staff will be dealt with in line with guidance issued by the LADO. The 
member of staff concerned may not automatically be suspended when accused of misconduct and is 
pending an investigation. The member of staff will be offered pastoral support during the process. 
 
Where students are found to have made malicious accusations against a member of staff that are proved 
unfounded the Academy may exclude the student concerned. Dependent on the severity of the 
accusation and the distress caused, this exclusion may be permanent. 
 
The Behaviour of Parents 
Parents are expected to behave in an adult and mature fashion at all times when on the Academy site or 
in conversation with members of staff. When a parent’s behaviour is giving ongoing cause for concern, 
the Headteacher has the authority to ban the parent from site.  Students will not be sanctioned as a result 
of poor conduct of their parents. 
 
Sanctioning Behaviour beyond the Academy 
The Academy can also discipline students for misbehaving outside of the Academy. This includes occasions 
when a student is: 

• taking part in any Academy‐organised or Academy‐related activity; 
• travelling to or from the Academy; 
• wearing Academy uniform; 
• in some other way identifiable as a student at the Academy. 
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Whether or not the conditions above apply, the Academy may discipline students for misbehaving at any 
time in a manner that: 

• could have repercussions for the orderly running of the Academy; 
• poses a threat to other students or members of the public; 
• could adversely affect the reputation of the Academy. 

 
Drug‐Related incidents 
A drug is a substance that affects the way in which the body functions physically, emotionally or mentally. 
This definition includes illegal substances, NPS (new psychoactive substances sometimes referred to as 
‘legal highs’) and also legal substances such as: alcohol & tobacco, volatile substances, over the counter 
& prescription medicines. 
 
A drug related incident may include: 

• Finding drugs, or related paraphernalia, on school premises  
• Possession of drugs by an individual on school premises  
• Use of drugs by an individual on school premises  
• Supply of drugs on school premises  
• Individuals disclosing information about their drug use  
• Rumours of parents, staff or pupils using drugs  
• Reports of parents, staff or pupils using drugs  

 
The Academy is aware of school is aware of its legal responsibilities in regard to drug related incidents 
and in responding to incidents, seeks to work in line with local and national guidance. 
 
Where a student is suspected to be under the influence of a drug, the primary concern will be the welfare 
of the student. First Aid will be called to check over the student and any necessary first aid will be given. 
 
Where the student is suspected of being in possession of banned items, a search will be carried out in line 
with the procedures set out in Appendix 2. Any confiscated items will be legally destroyed or handed to 
the police as soon as possible  
 
Any drug-related incident will be fully investigated by the Pastoral Team and taken to the Headteacher 
for a decision regarding any sanctions. Sanctions may be issued, including exclusion (fixed term or 
permanent) depending on the severity of the incident or if the incident was a repeat. Parent/Carers will 
be kept informed of the investigation.  
 
Students involved will be offered support with regards to drug-taking behaviour. External agencies, 
including Social Services and the Police will be informed where necessary.  
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Appendix 1 – the Detention System 
The Detention System comes into play when teachers have used a variety of behaviour management 
strategies to deal with a student in lesson.  However, despite the teachers best efforts, the student has 
received 3 warnings and now needs to be exited from the lesson 
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HOY - Head of Year 
BW - Behaviour Watch 
FTA - Failure to attend 

 
Appendix 2 – Procedures for the use of the Powers of Search 
 
In February 2014, the DfE issued advice for Headteachers, staff and governing bodies over search, 
screening and confiscation. 
 
Who can search a Student? 
Searches should be carried out by a Head of Year or a member of the Leadership Group. There should be 
two members of staff present for any search made and the member of staff conducting the search should 
be of the same gender as the student being searched. 
 
The only exception to these requirements would arise where you reasonably believe that there is a risk 
that serious harm will come to a person should the search not be conducted immediately and where it is 
not reasonably practicable to summon another member of staff. 
 
When can a Student be searched? 
A student can be search with their consent or without their consent if you have reasonable grounds for 
suspecting that a student is in possession of prohibited items such as: 

• Knives or Weapons,  
• Illegal Drugs 
• Stolen items 
• Tobacco & Cigarette Papers 
• Fireworks 
• Pornography 
• Any item that you suspect has been or is likely to be used to commit an office or to cause personal 

injury or damage to property. 
 
Consent is not required by a Student’s parent(s) in order for a search to take place, nor do they need to 
be informed prior to the search. 
 
How should the search be conducted? 
Any search should be conducted in a private place with two members of staff present. A Student’s 
possessions should be searched in the presence of the student and another member of staff. The Student 
cannot be required to remove any clothing other than their outer clothing.  
 
Items found during a search can be confiscated and retained or destroyed at the discretion of the member 
of staff carrying out the search. Items such as alcohol, cigarette papers, fireworks etc. should not be 
returned to the Student. Illegal drugs, stolen items, weapons, or any items that you suspect has been or 
is likely to be used to commit an office or to cause personal injury or damage to property should be handed 
to the Police as soon as is reasonably possible. 
 
If the person conducting the search finds an electronic device they may examine any data or files on the 
device should they reasonably suspect that the data or file on the device has been or could be used to 
cause harm, to disrupt teaching or break the school rules. If inappropriate material is found on the device, 
it is up to the person conducting the search to decide whether the file or data should be deleted or retains 
as evidence.  
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If a Student refuses to co-operate with the search they can be sanctioned as we would any other student 
who refuses to follow instructions. 
 

 
Appendix 3 – Guidance on the use of Reasonable Force 
 
In July 2013, the DfE issued advice for Headteachers, staff and governing bodies over the use of reasonable 
force. 
 
What is reasonable force? 
The term ‘Reasonable force’ refers to a level of physical intervention necessary to prevent a student 
hurting themselves or others, damaging property or causing disorder. This ‘force’ is generally used to 
control or restrain a student. A student may be controlled by passive physical contact such as standing 
between two students or blocking a student’s path or by active physical contact such as leading a student 
by the arm out of a classroom. Restraint may be used to physically hold a student back or to bring them 
under control and is typically used in more extreme circumstances. 
 
Who can use reasonable force? 
All members of school staff have a legal power to use reasonable force where necessary. 
 
When can reasonable force be used? 
Reasonable force can be used when, in a member of staff’s professional judgment, it is necessary in order 
to prevent a student hurting themselves or others, damaging property or causing disorder. Each situation 
must be considered on the basis of the individual circumstances, but examples of situations where 
reasonable force can be used might include: 

• Removing a disruptive student from a classroom where they have repeatedly refused an 
instruction to do so. 

• Preventing a student behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip. 
• Preventing a student from leaving a classroom where allowing them to do so would risk their 

safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others. 
• Preventing a student from attacking a member of staff or another student. 
• Stopping a fight. 
• Restraining a student at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts. 

 
How should the use of reasonable force be recorded? 
Any use of reasonable force should be recorded on a Yellow Restraint Form. These forms are available 
from the Main Office. Once completed, the form should be given to the student’s Head of Year. 
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Appendix 4 – Guidelines on the acceptable use of Mobile 
Phones by Students 
 
The widespread ownership of mobile phones among young people requires that school administrators, 
teachers, students, parents and carers take steps to ensure that mobile phones are used responsibly at 
school. This Acceptable Use Policy is designed to ensure that potential issues involving mobile phones can 
be clearly identified and addressed, ensuring the benefits that mobile phones provide (such as increased 
safety) can continue to be enjoyed by our students. 
 
Greenacre Academy has established the following Acceptable Use guidelines for mobile phones that 
provides teachers, students, parents and carers guidelines and instructions for the appropriate use of 
mobile phones during school hours. Students, their parents or carers must follow the terms laid out within 
this Acceptable Use Policy as a condition upon which permission is given to bring mobile phones to school. 
 
Greenacre Academy recognises that personal communication through mobile technologies is an accepted 
part of everyday life but that such technologies need to be used well. Greenacre Academy accepts that 
parents/carers give their children mobile phones to protect them from everyday risks involving personal 
security and safety. It is acknowledged that providing a child with a mobile phone gives parents 
reassurance that they can contact their child if they need to speak to them urgently. 
 
Responsibilities 
It is the responsibility of students who bring mobile phones to school to abide by the guidelines outlined 
in this document. 
 
The decision to provide a mobile phone to their children should be made by parents or carers. It is the 
responsibility of parents/carers to understand the capabilities of the phone and the potential use/mis-
use of those capabilities. 
 
Parents/carers should be aware if their child takes a mobile phone to school. It is assumed household 
insurance will provide the required cover in the event of loss or damage. The school cannot accept 
responsibility for any loss, damage or costs incurred due to its use. 
 
Parents/carers are reminded that in cases of emergency, the School Office or Pastoral Team remain vital 
and appropriate points of contact and can ensure your child is reached quickly and assisted in any relevant 
way.   Passing on messages through school also reduces the likelihood of disrupting lessons inadvertently. 
 
Acceptable Uses 
Mobile phones should be switched off and kept out of sight whilst inside the school building, including 
during classroom lessons and while moving between lessons.  
 
Students may use their phones whilst outside at breaktimes and lunchtime, but they should return the 
phone to silent and put it away upon re-entering the building. 
 
Students should protect their phone numbers by only giving them to close friends and keeping a note of 
who they have given them to. This can help protect the student’s number from falling into the wrong 
hands and guard against the receipt of insulting, threatening or unpleasant voice, text and picture 
messages. 
 
The school recognises the importance of emerging technologies present in modern mobile phones e.g. 
camera and video recording, internet access, MP3 and MP4 playback, blogging etc. In the future teachers 
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may wish to utilise these functions to aid teaching and learning and students may have the opportunity 
to use their mobile phones in the classroom. On these occasions students may use their mobile phones 
in the classroom when express permission has been given by the teacher. The use of personal mobile 
phones in one lesson for a specific purpose does not mean blanket usage is then acceptable. 
 
Unacceptable Uses 
Unless express permission is granted, mobile phones should not be used to make calls, send SMS 
messages, surf the internet, take photos or use any other application within the school building.  
 
Mobile phones must not disrupt classroom lessons with ring tones, music or beeping. They should be 
turned off during lesson times. 
 
Using mobile phones to bully and threaten other students is unacceptable. Cyber bullying will not be 
tolerated. In some cases it can constitute criminal behaviour. If the use of technology humiliates, 
embarrasses or causes offence it is unacceptable regardless of whether ‘consent’ was given. 
 
It is forbidden for students to “gang up” on another student and use their mobile phones to take videos 
and pictures of acts to denigrate and humiliate that student and then send the pictures to other students 
or upload it to a website for public viewing. This also includes using mobile phones to photograph or film 
any student or member of staff without their consent. It is a criminal offence to use a mobile phone to 
menace, harass or offend another person and almost all calls, text messages and emails can be traced. 
 
Students should have their phones secure inside bags prior to entering the changing rooms. Under no 
circumstances should mobile phones be out if bags in changing rooms. Mobile phones are not to be used 
in changing rooms. Mobile phones are not to be taken out of bags or used in any situation that may cause 
embarrassment or discomfort to fellow students, staff or visitors to the school. PE staff will confiscate any 
mobile phones found out of school bags and in use in these areas immediately. 
 
Should there be more than one disruption to lessons caused by a mobile phone, the responsible student 
may face disciplinary actions. This may include a mobile phone ban in school. 
 
It is unacceptable to take a picture of a member of staff without their permission.  In the event that this 
happens the student will be asked and expected to delete those images and sanctions, including the 
possibility of exclusion, imposed. 
 
Theft or damage 
The school accepts no responsibility for replacing lost, stolen or damaged mobile phones. 
 
The school accepts no responsibility for students who lose or have their mobile phones stolen while 
travelling to and from school. 
 
Mobile phones that are found in the school and whose owner cannot be located should be handed to 
front office reception. 
 
It is strongly advised that students use passwords/pin numbers to ensure that unauthorised phone calls 
cannot be made on their phones (e.g. by other students, or if stolen). Students must keep their 
password/pin numbers confidential. Mobile phones and/or passwords may not be shared. 
 
Inappropriate conduct 
Mobile phones are banned from all examinations.  Students are expected to leave their mobile phones, 
switched off, in their bags, before entering the exam hall or they should hand phones to invigilators before 
entering the exam hall. Any student found in possession of a mobile phone during an examination will 
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have that paper disqualified. Such an incident may result in all other exam papers being disqualified. 
 
Any student who uses vulgar, derogatory, or obscene language while using a mobile phone will face a 
school sanction. 
 
Students with mobile phones may not engage in personal attacks, harass another person, or post private 
information about another person using SMS messages, taking/sending photos or objectionable images, 
and phone calls. Students using mobile phones to bully other students will face disciplinary action. It is a 
criminal offence to use a mobile phone to menace, harass or offend another person. As such, the school 
may consider it appropriate to involve the police. 
 
Students must ensure that files stored on their phones do not contain violent, degrading, racist or 
pornographic images. The transmission of such images is a criminal offence. Similarly, ‘sexting’ – which 
is the sending of personal sexual imagery - is also a criminal offence. As such, the school may consider it 
appropriate to involve the police. 
 
Sanctions 
Students who infringe the rules set out in this document could face having their phones confiscated by 
teachers. If the phone is being used inappropriately the student must give it to a teacher as requested. 
The phone will be handed to the main office, and the student may collect it at the end of the day. Failure 
to hand over a phone when asked to will be dealt with as an unreasonable response to a reasonable 
request. 
 
Any further infringements of the mobile phone acceptable use policy may result in a ban on bringing a 
mobile phone to school. 
 
As set out in the previous section, failure to heed the rules set out in this document may result in further 
sanction.  
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Walderslade Girls’ School Behaviour Policy 
 
Aims and Principles 
Walderslade Girls’ School Behaviour policy outlines a strict code of conduct that governs and regulates 
pupil behaviour and gives staff the tools and procedures to manage behaviour. It will foster a positive 
attitude towards work and learning, instill respect for all members of the school and wider community, 
particularly respect for adult authority, and embed good habits of self-discipline and a strong work ethic, 
preparing WGS pupils for a successful and aspirational adult working life. 
 
The Behaviour Policy is grounded in the ‘no excuses’ principle; that for every action there will be a 
consequence whether positive or negative and that each individual is responsible for and takes personal 
responsibility for their own actions. 
 
School is primarily a place of learning and discipline. Our responsibility is to provide high quality education 
for our pupils within a strict framework of rules, expectations and routines. All pupils are expected to 
comply with staff instructions first time, every time. 
 
WGS staff are highly qualified professional people. Pupils will respect that professionalism and accept the 
authority of the school and its staff at all times. Those that choose not to do so will be sanctioned 
accordingly. 
 
Teachers are experts in their field. Their role is to plan and deliver teaching, to resource their lessons, to 
manage the class behaviour, to recognise and reward pupils and to assess their work regularly, moving 
their learning forwards with clear guidance for improvement and next steps. Pupils listen, are taught, they 
absorb knowledge and they learn. Pupils will be taught academic facts, knowledge and skills ultimately to 
prepare them for their examinations and qualifications. However, they are also taught values of kindness, 
respect, self-control, and gratitude for their education. WGS staff will not tolerate being criticised, 
attacked, vilified, undermined or verbally abused or threatened in any way by a pupil or their parents and 
families. 
 
WGS staff are made up of teachers and a team of dedicated professional support staff. All pupils will 
respect the authority of all staff members, no matter what their role or position within the school. 
 
Pupils will be recognised and rewarded for their positive approach to their learning, for following rules 
and meeting expectations, and for complying with the school’s routines. 
 
This detailed policy sets out very clearly what the rules, expectations and routines of the school are at all 
times that pupils remain members of and have an association with the school. 
 
Pre‐emption 
All staff members pre-empt any off task behaviour in lessons to ensure that all pupils are on task and 
focussed a 100% of the learning time. Staff will insist on one voice being heard in the classroom for the 
delivery of instructions, explanations and during discussions and the pupils will be silent for reading, 
writing and practice.  
As soon as pupils use off task behaviours, staff will use these pre-emptive reminders: 
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• A look of warning or disapproval 
• A verbal correction 
• A reminder of what pupil should be doing. 

 
Consequences 
The rewards and sanctions of the school are based on a system of positive and negative behavior points. 
Points are awarded for attendance, good effort, acts of kindness, helping out, exceptional work, 
improvements in test scores and for representing the school and acts of service to the school. A positive 
behavior point balance can be exchanged for rewards. All points will be recorded in ‘Classcharts’. 
 
Negative behavior points are given as a reminder for corrective behaviour if a pupil makes a poor choice, 
breaks a school rule, or for: 
 

• Disrupting or interrupting others and learning in lessons (e.g talking or making noises over 
instructions, explanations, discussions, or during silent work) 

• Poor conduct in the corridor (e.g running, not walking on the LHS, eating or drinking whilst 
‘roaming the school’. 

• Persistently off task (e.g disturbing the learning of other pupils, being lazy and not participating in 
the lesson) 

• Incorrect kit or equipment in lessons e.g no pen, pencil, ruler. 
• Negative reaction to a negative behavior point or instruction by a member of staff (e.g tutting, 

rolling eyes, answering back, being rude or disrespectful, or muttering) 
• No Homework 
• Chewing gum and eating in class. 

 
Detention 
A detention is given when a pupil receives 3 negative behaviour points in a lesson, or for a referral for bad 
behaviour in the corridors and break times, or for: 
 

• Persistent lateness to school 
• Play fighting or swearing 
• Refusal to hand over electronic equipment (the item is confiscated and handed into Reception 

until the end of the day). 
• Disrespectful and disruptive behaviour 
• No PE or Dance kit and subsequent refusal to borrow kit provided. 

 
Referral will be from class teacher to HoF, or from form tutor to HoY to HoS. 
 
Detentions resulting from classroom incidents may initially be served as faculty lunchtimes or after 
school as per the rota.  
 
Detentions resulting from corridor, break time or lateness incidents will initially be served as Head of 
Year detentions at lunchtime or after school at their discretion.  
 
Detentions will be communicated to parents via classcharts. 
 
Failure to attend the above will result in detention with the Head of Lower, Middle or Upper School on 
a Friday lunchtime lasting 40 minutes. 
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The expectation is that lunchtime detentions will run for 20 minutes and after school detentions will run 
for up to 20 minutes.  
 
It is expected that parents and carers support the action of the school and not make excuses for or seek 
to undermine the sanction given. If a child has broken a rule and is in breach of the behaviour policy then 
the sanction will stand and the child will complete the sanction. 
 
Detentions and the time they are set and completed are not negotiable to fit in with pupils or family 
arrangements. 
 
On Call 
If a pupil’s behaviour has been disruptive to the point where the learning of other pupils and the ability 
of the teacher to deliver the lesson uninterrupted and undisturbed is compromised by the behaviour of 
one or a few pupils, then the school’s on call system will be used. On Call is removal of a pupil from a 
lesson to work for that period and serve a detention. 
 
On call should be used after a pupils’ behaviour fails to improve after a detention has been set.  Senior 
staff on call have discretion as to the action taken and will record this promptly in Classcharts. 
 
Pupils removed on call are placed with a member of senior staff. They will be given a task to do and will 
be expected to explain their actions and take responsibility for their removal. 
 
Heads of Year and the Assistant Heads in charge of Lower, Middle and Upper schools keep records of all 
On Call removals. Persistent removals from lesson will results in a pupil being removed altogether from 
their learning for a longer period of time to work in isolation until they can be trusted to be placed back 
into class. This action is taken to protect the learning of the majority of pupils who take their education 
seriously and wish to learn in class undisturbed by the poor action and behaviour of others. 
 
Isolation  
Isolation is for the normal school day plus ten minutes at the end and is for serious breaches of the 
Behaviour and Conduct Policy at the discretion of members of the Leadership Group.  Isolation may be on 
the Walderslade Girls’ or Greenacre Academy sites. 
 
Pupils will be expected to bring a packed lunch with them. If they receive Free School Meals a lunch will 
be provided. 
 
Pupils arrive at the side door by the Drama Studio on time by no later than 8.25. Failure to arrive on time 
will mean that the pupil repeats the sanction the following day. They are escorted by the Internal Exclusion 
Manager, shown to their set seat and registered. Pupils will start the day with silent reading; they are 
expected to have a reading book with them.  
 
Pupils will be escorted to allocated toilet breaks. Pupils will work in silence unless given permission to 
speak to the staff members.  
 
Failure to comply with the rules of Isolation will result in a referral to a member of the senior leadership 
team and may lead to external fixed term exclusion.  
 
External Exclusion 
This will normally range from a fixed term exclusion of 0.5-15 days at the Headteachers’ discretion for: 
 
• Theft, graffiti or damage to property 
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• Possessing a prohibited item  
• Bullying, or racial, sexual or homophobic harassment 
• Physical violence or fighting 
• Acts of bringing the school into disrepute in the community 
• Verbal abuse used towards staff 
• Defiance of the Headteacher’s instructions  
• Persistent Disruptive behaviour 
• Any other serious form of behaviour that the Headteacher decides warrants a fixed term exclusion 
• In exceptional circumstances a FTE may be up to 45 days. 
 
Governors’ Hearing 
Our Local Governing Body take the behaviour and conduct of pupils very seriously. They take an active 
interest in how pupils are behaving and receive data and reports on all sanctions used to correct and 
modify pupil conduct. 
 
Pupils who fail to modify their behaviour and attitude over time will be referred to appear before a panel 
of governors to explain their behaviour and why they feel they still deserve their place at the school. It is 
expected that parents and carers attend these hearings. 
Notes are taken and a plan drawn up with clear and specific tasks for the pupil to undertake to turn their 
behaviour and attitude around within a set time frame. 
 
Pupils are then placed on report to a senior staff member. Their progress is reviewed at a follow up hearing 
where the governor panel will receive a report on the pupil and if they have successfully made progress.  
 
Failure to engage with the process will result in a serious sanction, which may lead to permanent 
exclusion, or a referral to another school on a managed transfer depending on the seriousness of the 
outcome. 
 
Permanent Exclusion 
There are certain misdemeanors which normally automatically warrant a permanent exclusion from 
school. These include: 
 
• Bringing a weapon, alcohol  or illegal drug into school 
• Dealing in illegal substances in school or in the community 
• Serious violence, abuse, intimidation or physical assault against a pupil or staff member 
• Causing serious damage to the school and its resources 
• Bringing the name and reputation of the school into serious disrepute both in school and in the 

community 
 
Permanent exclusion is always a last resort and therefore before a decision is taken to permanently 
exclude a pupil all evidence is reviewed carefully and in detail. Permanent exclusions can be issued for a 
serious one-off breach of school policy or for a build up of incidents over time. 
 
 
 
Confiscation 
Confiscated equipment such as phones or tablets or any other form of prohibited electronic device 
including headphones are taken until the end of the day. Confiscated items are kept in main reception 
with the pupil’s name on them. Persistent confiscations are referred to the Head of School who will issue 
a longer period of daily confiscation of up to a week. 
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Start of day routines 
Pupils may arrive at school from 7.30 am and must enter via the pupil entrance to the playground. Duty 
staff will be present in the Breakfast Club from 7.30 and from 8.00 am in the Wedgwood Area. 
 
Pupils may attend Breakfast Club or must proceed to their designated year group zones: Year 7 and 8 in 
the Gym; Year 9 and 10 in the Dining Room; Year 11 in the ground floor Wedgwood.  6th Formers may 
proceed either to their common room, tutor base or to their study room in the main building. Pupils 
should visit their lockers before going to their assembly point. 
 
Pupils must switch off their mobile phone before entering the school building. It must remain switched 
off until pupils leave the building at the end of the day. This rule applies to Year 7 to 11. 
 
No electronic devices of any kind are permitted to be used in school including wearing headphones. This 
rule applies to all pupils, Year 7 to 11. Sixth form pupils are, as a privilege, permitted to use electronic 
devices in school including wearing headphones. The use in lessons is strictly at the teacher’s discretion.  
Any pupil in Year 7 to 11 who is seen by any staff member with a mobile phone or electronic device or 
headphones will have the item(s) confiscated and returned at the end of the school day. A record of 
confiscations is kept by the office and any repeat violations of this rule will result in a referral to the 
Headteacher and a longer daily confiscation set. Any pupil refusing confiscation of the Headteacher will 
receive a serious sanction for defying the authority of the school. 
 
Pupils line up in single file outside their tutor room bases. The form tutor will indicate when they may 
enter the room and will carry out a uniform check as they file through the door.  
 
Pupils are not permitted to wear their coats or scarves or any non uniform item whilst in the school 
building. Pupils will be given an opportunity to correct their uniform before entering their tutor base but 
breaches of the uniform policy will result in a referral to the Head of Year and withdrawal of the right to 
be educated in lessons until the uniform is worn correctly. 
 
Pupils must stand behind their chairs and wait for their tutor to carry out the morning greeting routine. 
The tutor will then direct pupils to sit. The tutor will check that all mobile phones are switched off. 
 
The tutor will take the morning register. Any pupil arriving late after the register has been taken will have 
their name recorded and number of minutes late. It is never acceptable to be late and all lateness to 
school will result in a sanction. Pupils will be referred to the Head of Year.  
 
Pupils will follow their tutor time weekly routines which include year group assembly, small school and 
whole school assembly, reading, literacy and numeracy activities and a weekly current affairs discussion. 
Once a term each year group will have a church assembly. 
 
A pupil is considered to be late if they arrive at their form room more than 5 minutes after the second bell 
sounds at 8.30 am. 
 
The bell to signal movement to lesson 1 will sound at 8.50. Pupils must move swiftly, taking their 
equipment and wearing their uniform correctly, keeping to the left wherever possible. 
 
Lockers 
All pupils are issued with a locker and should organise their books and equipment for the day ahead. 
Pupils are permitted to visit their locker at the start of the day, at break and between the first and second 
bell signaling the end of lunchbreak.  
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Pupils should not share lockers or place any of their own items in another pupil’s locker. 
 
Lesson Routines 
Pupils must line up quietly and orderly in single file outside their classroom. PE classes line up in single file 
in their class lines on the playground in front of the doors to the changing rooms.  
 
The teacher will instruct pupils to file in and will check uniform as pupils file past. Any pupil violating the 
uniform code will not be permitted entry to the class until they have corrected their uniform.  
 
Pupils must stand behind their seats. All staff will have created a set seating plan which is subject to 
change at the teacher's discretion. All pupils will therefore have an allocated seat in each lesson with the 
exception of drama and dance lessons which take place in a practical studio space and practical PE lessons. 
Pupils will sit where the teacher directs them. 
 
The teacher will lead the start of lesson greeting. Pupils will then be directed to sit and take out their 
planner and basic equipment for the lesson. The teacher will take the register. Any pupil arriving late after 
the register has been taken without a note of permission to be late will have their minutes late recorded 
in SIMS. The number of minutes late will be referred to the Head of Year. 
 
Equipment and Kit 
All pupils are expected to have a basic stationery kit with them every day. This encompasses: 
 
Pen 
Pencil 
Eraser 
Ruler 
Colouring pencils 
Highlighter pen 
Scientific calculator 
Protractor 
 
Scissors and pairs of compasses will be provided by the school; pupils should not bring them into school. 
 
Pupils must have the correct kit for all PE and Dance lessons. 
 
Any pupils without the correct equipment or kit will receive a sanction and referral to Head of Faculty for 
Equipment or Kit violation. School kit which has been laundered and kept in the school stores will be 
provided and pupils will be expected to wear that and return it to the teacher at the end of the lesson for 
washing. Pupils will still receive a kit violation sanction. Pupils who refuse to wear school kit when they 
have not brought their own will receive a referral to the Head of Faculty and a sanction issued for defying 
the authority of the school. It is the pupil's responsibility to ensure they have their PE and dance kit in 
school. 
 
Only pupils with genuine medical notes and proof of medical condition will be permitted not to participate 
in a practical PE or Dance lesson for the duration of their condition.  
 
Pupils are required to follow instructions at all times from the moment they are enter the classroom to 
the moment they leave. No pupil is permitted to call out. The school adopts a ‘hands- up’ rule for pupils 
wishing to answer a question or share an idea or make an observation. The highest quality learning can 
only take place in a calm and quiet classroom without distraction or disturbance. When pupils are taking 
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part in independent work they are required to work in silence. If pupils require further support from staff 
they must put their hand up. 
 
Any pupil unable or choosing not to follow the classroom rules will receive a correction via a verbal 
warning (see section 2 on Pre-emption) and given an opportunity to correct their behaviour. Any further 
disturbance to the lesson will result in a recorded negative behaviour point. If further disturbance to other 
pupils' learning takes place the pupil will receive a second and final Demerit; any further disturbance 
following 2 Demerits and the pupil will be removed from the class and placed with a member of senior 
staff for the remainder of the lesson.  
 
All lesson removals will result in a sanction of 20 minutes Head of Faculty detention. 
 
Continued and repeated occurrences of lesson disturbance from any pupil will result in a long term 
removal from the lesson so that other pupils are able to learn without disruption. Pupils will be placed in 
one of the support provisions and will need to demonstrate that they wish to earn their place back in that 
lesson. 
 
Persistent disruption to learning of other pupils and persistent breaches of in lesson rules will not be 
tolerated. Swift action will be taken to preserve and protect the education of the majority of pupils who 
wish to learn and who value their education. 
 
Heads of Year will keep a record of all pupil behaviour and will issue rewards and sanctions accordingly. 
Any ongoing concerns about a pupil's behaviour will be shared with parents and carers, a support plan 
drawn up and implemented and the pupil placed on monitoring report. It is an expectation that parents 
and carers support the action of the school at all times in order to correct their child's behaviour.  
 
Towards the end of the lesson pupils will be instructed by the teacher to pack away. They must leave their 
work space clean and tidy including the floor space around their desk. At the teacher's direction pupils 
will be asked to stand behind their chairs for the end of lesson formal dismissal. The teacher will then wait 
at the door as pupils file out. After leaving pupils, should make their way quietly and orderly to the next 
activity on their timetable. 
 
Break and Lunchtimes 
All year groups have their designated zones and should proceed to these upon the sound of the break and 
lunch bells. Pupils may visit the dining room to purchase snacks, food and drinks and should then proceed 
directly to their year group area: 
 
Year 7 and 8 to the Hall 
Year 9 and 10 to the Dining Room seating areas 
Year 11 to the Wedgwood 
 
6th Form to girls' study or common room. 6th Form pupils are also permitted to leave site at lunchtime 
as long as they have swiped out and back in again on the electronic door system at the front entrance. 
This is a 6th Form privilege but will be withdrawn from those who do not follow the swiping in and out 
health and safety procedure. 
 
Pupils in Y7 to 11 are not permitted to wander around the school buildings during break and lunchtime 
and must be situated on the ground floor under duty staff supervision. If pupils in any year groups wish 
to spend time outside they are permitted to use the upper half of the playground where staff are on duty. 
Pupils are not permitted to walk around the school in large groups. 
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It is not acceptable for 6th Form pupils to smoke anywhere within the vicinity of the school grounds, 
including Bradfields Avenue and its associated alleyways. Staff will carry out spot checks on pupils’ 
conduct in the surrounding areas of the school grounds.  
 
Pupils in Year 10 and 11 may apply to the Headteacher for a lunchtime off site pass. 
 
Litter 
It is a given expectation that all pupils will clear up after themselves and place all litter and left over 
rubbish in the bins provided  in each area. It is never acceptable to litter and leave rubbish for another 
person to clear up. Pupils seen leaving litter will receive a sanction and referral to Head of Year. Repeat 
sanctions will result in a Community Service Order within school. 
 
Visiting the toilet 
Only pupils with toilet passes for certain conditions or out of lesson passes will be permitted to visit the 
toilet during lesson. Pupils have several times in the school day to visit the toilet: before school, at break, 
lunch and after school. Of course there will be exceptional circumstances and in such cases the teacher 
will issue an out of lesson permission slip which must then be returned to the teacher when the pupil 
returns from out of lesson. Each teacher has 2 out of lesson passes. 
 
Community 
Pupils must remember that they are advocates of WGS for as long as they are wearing the school uniform. 
They should be proud to represent the school and seek to reach the highest standards of behaviour and 
conduct at all times whilst in the community. Any actions that bring or risk bringing the school's good 
reputation into disrepute will be sanctioned seriously and referred to the Headteacher. Pupils can be 
seriously sanctioned including fixed term and permanent exclusion for serious incidents of poor behaviour 
in the community including when not wearing school uniform. 
 
Language 
WGS pupils are expected to conduct themselves with the utmost control, good manners, politeness and 
respect for all adults and the authority of the school. Any use of abusive language, swearing or derogatory 
language used toward any members of the school community is unacceptable and will not be tolerated. 
Any use of poor language used within earshot of a staff member will be reported and sanctioned.  
 
After School 
Pupils, unless staying behind for co-curricular activities or team sports, revision classes or homework and 
study time in the library, must leave the building via the pupil entrance in the playground. All pupils staying 
behind must sign the after school register lists which are located in each activity area. At the end of the 
activity they must sign out via the school reception and leave via the front reception door. Pupils are not 
permitted under any circumstances to let people into and out of the building. 
 
Uniform, make‐up, nails and jewellery 
All pupils in Year 7 to 11 must wear their uniform correctly every day. Jumpers must not be tucked in; 
skirts must not be rolled over at the waistband and must be of a decorous length. Sleeves on jumpers and 
blazers must be rolled down. 
 
All pupils in Y7 to 11 must wear their blazer at all times unless permission is granted from the teacher to 
remove blazers. In term 6 pupils are permitted to leave their blazer at home if they wish due to summer 
weather. 
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The only jewellery permitted is a wristwatch but internet watches are forbidden. Pupils with pierced ears 
may wear one small stud in each ear. Pupils are not permitted to wear necklaces, bangles or rings or any 
other form of jewellery. If a pupil wishes to wear an item of jewellery for a specific religious reason then 
a letter from parents/carers must be written to the Headteacher for special permission to be granted. The 
pupils will then be issued with a pass.  
 
All prohibited items of jewellery will be confiscated by staff and kept in the safe to be returned at the end 
of the day. Repeat violations of the jewellery rule will require the items to be collected by parents. 
 
All forms of body piercing, tongue and facial piercing are forbidden. Pupils who come to school with such 
piercings will be instructed to remove them and the jewellery confiscated. Any pupils refusing to remove 
a piercing will be isolated until they comply with the rule. Parents and carers should ensure that no 
piercings are carried out on a child’s face, tongue or any part of their body whilst their child is of Year 7 
to 11 age.  
 
Pupils' nails should be kept short and natural. False nails and exceptionally long nails are a health and 
safety risk and are therefore forbidden. Nail varnish and gel nails are forbidden. If pupils come to school 
with nail violations they will be placed with their form tutor until the item is removed. Parents and Carers 
are asked not to allow their daughter to have any prohibited piercings or false or gel nails during term 
time. Pupils will not be permitted in lessons with such items. All false and gel nails and any other piercings 
from a weekend or a school holiday must be removed before the child returns to school. 
 
All pupils should come to school in full uniform which includes flat plain black shoes. Pupils who come to 
school in trainers or casual or canvass shoes will be placed in isolation until they have correct shoes to 
wear, with their form tutor on the first day, subsequently with their HoY. The School can provide shoes 
on loan.  Medical evidence will be required where uniform shoes cannot be worn. 
 
The blazer is a compulsory item of uniform. Any pupils coming to school without their blazer will be 
isolated until they wear their uniform correctly. No pupil is permitted to wear a coat, hooded top, or outer 
garment whilst in the school building. 
 
Girls are permitted to wear items of religious clothing e.g hijab.  Bandannas and scarves that are not part 
of established religious dress are not permitted.  
 
Headbands and bows of a conservative nature are acceptable. If a pupils or parent is in any doubt they 
should seek advice from the Head of Year. 
 
Girls are permitted to wear light, natural make-up.  
 
Extreme hairstyles are not permitted; including shaved or partially shaved styles. 
 
Families who choose not to support the school 
It is an expectation that in choosing to send their daughter to WGS, parents and carers are choosing to 
accept traditional values of discipline and will respect the rules of the school and support the school in 
correcting and modifying their child’s behaviour at all times. 
 
No parent or carer should argue against the school or state that their child is not to do a detention or go 
into Isolation when it is found that they have breached the behaviour policy. This is unacceptable and 
undermines the authority of the school and the professional integrity of the staff.  
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If a pupil misses one day of Isolation either because the pupil or their family is deliberately avoiding the 
punishment, the pupil will spend two days in the provision. The period of isolation will double in line with 
the number of days that the pupil or family chooses to stay away from school. There is no upper limit on 
the number of days this could go up to. We need and expect wholehearted support from all families to 
maintain high standards of behaviour and academic progress. In choosing to attend Walderslade Girls’ 
School families are making the choice to follow our behaviour policy. We have a ‘no excuses’ policy. We 
ask that all of our families respect our rules and follow them. 
 
Discretion 
No behaviour policy can cover all eventualities. The Head teacher reserves the right to use discretion to 
help support pupils make better choices and learn the right lessons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Chantry Community Academy  
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Behaviour Policy 
 
General Statement  
‘Good discipline is a vital part of school life. It is one of the elements which make up a school’s ethos – 
that intangible combination of elements which give each school its unique character an atmosphere’.   
‘Good discipline helps overall school effectiveness by providing a good learning and teaching 
environment. It is central to the organisation of school life and to the children’s wellbeing’.  Scottish 
Council for Research in Education, 1993   
  

Aims and Expectations   
To ensure that every member of the Academy community feels valued and respected, and that each 
person is treated fairly and well. We are a caring community, whose values are built on mutual trust and 
respect for all. The behaviour policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members of 
the Academy can live and work together in a supportive way.  
 
It aims to promote an environment where everyone feels happy, safe and secure.  To promote an 
environment which encourages children to enjoy learning and become positive, responsible and 
increasingly independent members of the Academy community. To foster independent work habits, 
leading to increasingly focused self-assessment.  To provide opportunities to receive a curriculum that 
suits every child’s interests and abilities.   
  
Both staff and children within the Academy are made aware of their rights and the responsibilities that 
are associated with such rights.  
  
Right to an identity  Responsibility to respect other people’s religion and culture, the way they 

dress and look and treat everyone equally.  

Right to learn  Responsibility to try to come to School every day and always try our best.  

Right to be safe  Responsibility to make sure our actions do not hurt ourselves or other 
people.  

Right to express our 
opinions and to be 
heard  

Responsibility to be brave and honest, listen to other people’s ideas and 
opinions without being disrespectful.  

Right to play  Responsibility to play games fairly and safely, include others and play with 
team spirit and good sportsmanship and look after equipment.  

  
The primary aim of the behaviour policy is not a system to enforce rules. It is a means of promoting 
good relationships, so that people can work together with the common purpose of helping everyone to 
learn. This policy supports the Academy community in aiming to allow everyone to work together in an 
effective and considerate way.  
The Academy rewards good behaviour, as it believes that this will develop an ethos of kindness and co-
operation. This policy is designed to promote good behaviour, rather than merely deter anti-social 
behaviour.  
  
When a teacher has concerns about the behaviour of the pupils in their class they should first consider 
the following:  
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• Curriculum design and differentiation  
• Challenging goals and feedback  
• Parental/community involvement 
• Safety of environment  
• Classroom management 

  
Academy staff should:  
  

• Ignore secondary behaviour  
• Stay with the facts  
• Let children save face  
• Use solution focussed questions  
• Describe the problem and the consequence  
• Consistently use the agreed behaviour management strategies   

  

Behaviour Management Strategies  
Green Days (Good to be Green) is the main behaviour strategy to be used throughout the whole school 
including Nursery and Foundation stage. Each class has a wall hanger with the name of each child. In the 
single named pockets there are three cards a green, amber and a red. The black and white cards are 
held in a spare pocket to be used accordingly.  
  
Green is a good day.  
  
Amber is first warning. This can be reversed back to green.  
  
Red is second warning. The consequence of the red card is ten/ fifteen minutes at the back of the 
classroom completing work.  
  
Black is third and final warning. The consequence of a black card is an exit to the partner class where 
work must be completed. Parents will be informed by Behaviour Mentor or Deputy Headteacher.  When 
children have 3 black cards, a behaviour log will be put in place and reviewed weekly at pupil support 
team meetings. 
 
White is the final stage and child is sent to the Behaviour Mentor for rest of the day to complete work. 
Parents are informed immediately. A same day meeting is arranged. 
  
Other strategies that may support behaviour management in class  
  

  
  
 
  

   

  

The use of body language  
Reminders of expectations  
Proximity  
Control  
Good questions (What should you be doing?)  
Humour  
Use ‘Thank you’ not ‘please’ when 
redirecting Distraction  

   

   

Private chat  
Rewind (let’s rewind)  
Accept and redirect (yes but …… / maybe 
you were but ……..) Give choices with 
consequences  
Remove audience  
A pastoral support plan will be drawn up for 
any child at risk of exclusion 
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If a class teacher is concerned about general class behaviour they need to consider the reasons for 
the behaviour and discuss this with the Inclusion Team. If the class teacher decides that further 
action is necessary then an AEN referral form needs to be completed and submitted to the Inclusion 
Team. In the same way if a child is giving cause for concern on the playground or during lunchtime a 
member of staff must refer the child to the Inclusion team by using an AEN referral system and keep 
the class teacher informed. The SENCO and Inclusion Team hold weekly meetings to discuss children 
causing concern.  
  

Rewards  
The Academy adopts a positive approach to behaviour management: 

• Staff praise and congratulate the children.  
• Staff use stickers and charts or marbles in the jar.  
• phone calls or notes home to parents for exemplary work/behave 
• Phone calls or notes home to parents for exemplary work/behaviour or improvements to work 

and behaviour.  
• We acknowledge the good work, behaviour and effort of individual children as part of our 

celebrations assemblies.  
• Class/Year Group rewards. 
• Good to be Green reward sessions. 

  

Sanctions  
The Academy uses a number of sanctions to enforce the school rules, and to ensure a safe and positive 
learning environment. We employ each sanction appropriately to each individual situation.  
  
Every child may misbehave at some time or another. On most occasions this can be dealt with by a 
verbal reprimand. In the classroom it may be that the child has his/her card changed using the green day 
chart.  
  
In the classroom persistent misbehaviour can be dealt with by consistent use of the Green card system.  
  
If a child is exited from the playground or classroom they need to be taken to the behaviour mentor 
with a TA. The incident must be recorded.  
 
Where problems appear to be part of a pattern of behaviour it is important that parents and carers are 
involved from an early stage.  This can be done initially by the class teacher, followed up by the 
behaviour mentor and if the child does not make progress or the parents do not engage then by the 
Deputy Headteacher and ultimately the Headteacher.  
  
If a child spends time out of class, the learning will be made up in breaktime/lunchtime or at home. 
 
It is appropriate in some cases to involve the Welfare Officer and Inclusion Team, Social Services or Early 
Help team.  
 
In the event of a serious incident a member of the Senior Leadership team will be informed and the 
child removed from the classroom.  A member of staff will complete a pink incident form. Behaviour will 
be logged on Behaviour Watch. Parents will be contacted immediately and invited in to discuss the 
incident.  
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Academy staff understand that at times of stress some children will have difficulty in managing their 
behaviour and may need time away from their peer group. The Inclusion team will issue ‘Time Out’ 
cards and a safe place to calm down for these children.  Staff will be informed via staff meetings if 
children have been given these cards.  
  
Sanctions must not include:  

• Physical Force  
• Withdrawal from curriculum activities (these are every child’s legal entitlement).  
• Being left unsupervised anywhere in the Academy building including outside in the corridor or in 

the entrance hall.  
• Threats that cannot be carried out.  
• Writing out extra work in an area of the curriculum which might decrease their interest in it.  

 
Teachers can:  

• Confiscate children’s property if it is not appropriate to be in school.  
• Subject to the Academy’s behaviour policy a child may be disciplined for any misbehaviour when 

the child is:  
1. Taking part in any Academy organised or Academy related activity.  
2. Travelling to and from the Academy.  
3. Wearing the Academy uniform or in some other way identifiable as a pupil at the Academy.  
4. Could have repercussions for the orderly running of the Academy.  
5. Poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public.  
6. Could adversely affect the reputation of the Academy.  

  

Confiscation of inappropriate items  
There are two sets of legal provisions which enable Academy staff to confiscate items from pupils:  
The general power of discipline: This enables a member of staff to confiscate, retain or dispose of a 
pupil’s property as a punishment and protects them from liability for damage to, or loss of, any 
confiscated items.  
 
Power to search without consent for ‘prohibited items’ including:  

• Knives and weapons  
• Alcohol  
• Illegal drugs  
• Stolen items  
• Tobacco and cigarette papers  
• Fireworks  
• Pornographic images  
• Any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence, cause personal 

injury or damage to property.  
• Any item banned by the Academy rules which has been identified in the rules as an 

item which may be searched for.  
The legislation sets out what must be done with prohibited items found as a result of a search- the 
Academy will make the decision to retain, dispose of or hand in to the police the confiscated items. 
Where a child has knowingly brought a prohibited item into school with malicious intent, the 
Headteacher may impose any of the afore mentioned approved sanctions or exclusion in extreme 
circumstances. 
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Power to use reasonable force 
The legal provisions on Academy discipline also provide each member of the staff with power to use 
reasonable force (Team Teach following training) to prevent pupils committing an offence, injuring 
themselves or others or damaging property, and to maintain good order and discipline within the 
classroom.  
 
Head Teachers and other authorised Academy staff may also use such force as is reasonable given the 
circumstances when conducting a search without consent for knives, weapons, alcohol, illegal drugs, 
stolen items, tobacco and cigarette papers, pornographic images, fireworks or articles that have been or 
could be used to commit an offence or cause harm. Force cannot be used to search for items banned 
under school rules e.g. sweets and toys. 
  

The Role of the Headteacher  
It is the responsibility of the Headteacher to implement the behaviour policy consistently throughout 
the academy, and to report to the governors, when requested, on the effectiveness of the policy. It is 
also the responsibility of the Headteacher to ensure the health, safety and welfare of all children within 
the academy.  
  
The Headteacher supports the staff by implementing the policy, by setting the standards of behaviour, 
and by supporting staff in the implementation of the policy.  
  
The Headteacher has the responsibility for giving fixed term suspensions to individual children for 
serious acts of misbehaviour. For repeated or very serious acts of antisocial behaviour, the Headteacher 
may permanently exclude a child.  
  

The Role of the Parent  
The academy staff work collaboratively with the parents so children receive consistent messages about 
how to behave at home and at the academy.  
  
We expect parents to support their children’s learning and to co-operate with the academy. We try to 
build a supportive dialogue between the home and the academy, and we inform parents immediately if 
we have concerns about their child’s welfare or behaviour.  
  
If the academy has to use reasonable sanctions to punish a child, parents should support the actions of 
the staff. If parents have any concerns about the way that their child has been treated, they should 
initially contact the class teacher. If the concern remains they should contact the Behaviour Mentor, 
SENCO, Deputy Headteacher or Headteacher. If they feel that the situation has not been resolved after 
consultation with the Headteacher they should contact the School governors. If these discussions 
cannot resolve the problem, a formal grievance or appeal process can be implemented.  
  

The Role of the Governors  
The governing body has the responsibility of setting down these general guidelines on the standards of 
discipline and behaviour, and of reviewing their effectiveness. The governors support the Headteacher 
in carrying out these guidelines.  
The Headteacher has the day – to – day authority to implement the behaviour policy, but the governors 
may give advice to the Headteacher about particular disciplinary issues. The Headteacher must take this 
into account when making decisions about matters of behaviour.  
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Bullying  
The physical and emotional well-being of our children is paramount. If a child hurts or bullies another 
pupil, the adult dealing with this situation must record this using a pink incident form and passed 
immediately to the Behaviour Lead or the Headteacher. The incident will be investigated and sanctions 
imposed. This behaviour will be entered onto SIMS. The academy does not tolerate bullying of any kind 
and if an act of bullying or intimidation of any kind has taken place, staff will act immediately to prevent 
any further incidents of such behaviour. Parents of children involved will be notified. 
 
Fixed – Term and Permanent Exclusions  
Only the Headteacher (Deputy Head with Headteacher permission) has the power to exclude a pupil 
from the Academy. The Headteacher may exclude the pupil for one or more fixed periods, for up to 45 
days in any one academic year. The Headteacher may also exclude a pupil permanently. It is also 
possible for the Headteacher to convert a fixed-term exclusion into a permanent exclusion, if the 
circumstances warrant this.  
  
If the Headteacher excludes a pupil, parents will be informed immediately and given the reason for 
exclusion. Parents will be provided with a written letter to advise of the exclusion period, reason for 
exclusion, date for reintegration meeting and appropriate work for the child to complete during 
exclusion. Upon reintegration, the child will spend the morning with the behaviour mentor in Pastoral 
Support before returning to class, behaviour will be monitored.  
 
At the time of parent notification, the Headteacher will make it clear to the parents that the governing 
body must consider any representations made by parents in line with the following procedure:  
 
Permanent Exclusions 
The governing body must convene a meeting to consider reinstatements within 15 days of receiving 
notice of the exclusion. The same is true when an exclusion will take the child’s total days of exclusion 
above 15 days for one term. 
 
Fixed Term Exclusions 
Where the exclusion will take the child’s total days of exclusion above five for the term, if requested by 
parents the governing body must convene a meeting to consider reinstatement within 50 days of 
receiving notice of the exclusion. Where exclusion does not take the pupil’s total days of exclusion 
above five for the term, the governing body must still consider any representations made by parents but 
cannot overturn the head teacher’s decision.  
 
The Headteacher informs the Governing Body and Local Authority about any permanent exclusions 
immediately, and about any fixed – term exclusions on a termly basis. 
  
The Governing Body itself cannot either exclude a pupil or extend the exclusion period made by the 
Headteacher.  
  
The Governing Body has a discipline committee, which is made up of between three and five members. 
This committee considers any exclusion appeals on behalf of the governors. When an appeals panel 
meets to consider an exclusion, they consider the circumstances in which the pupil was excluded, 
consider any representation by the parents and consider whether the pupil should be re- instated. If the 
governors’ appeals panel decides that a pupil should be reinstated, the Headteacher must comply with 
this ruling.  
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Where requested by a parent the Academy trust will need to arrange an independent review panel to consider the decision 
of a governing body to uphold a permanent exclusion. Panel members will need to be trained in how to perform their role. 
The Academy trust will also need to appoint a special educational needs expert to advise the panel, where requested by a 
parent. The independent review panel will be able to uphold the decision to permanently exclude a pupil: recommend that 
the governing body reconsider its decision; or direct the governing body to reconsider its decision. A direction to reconsider 
will be limited to circumstances where a panel decides that the Academy has acted illegally, irrationally or in a procedurally 
flawed manner.  
  

Monitoring  
The Headteacher and the Leadership Team monitor the effectiveness of the behaviour policy on a 
regular basis. The Headteacher reports to the governing body on the effectiveness of the policy and, if 
necessary, makes recommendations for further improvements.  
  
The academy keeps a variety of records of incidents of misbehaviour. The Behaviour Mentor and pupil 
support team records minor incidents on SIMs. Leadership team review the children who receive red, 
black or white cards weekly as well as identifying classes with only green cards. A manual record is also 
kept of any incidents that occur at break times and lunch times. These incidents need to be reported to 
the Behaviour Mentor. 
  
A Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) will be put into place if a child is at risk of exclusion. Regular meetings will 
be held to discuss the child’s progress towards behaviour targets to identify and support around 
behaviour management the parent may need at home to support the Academy plan. Those involved 
with these meetings will be: Deputy Headteacher, Welfare Officer, SENCO, Behaviour Mentor, parents, 
Early Help team, child and any other agency identified as having a positive impact on the family.  
  
The Academy keeps a record of any pupil who is suspended for a fixed – term, or who is permanently 
excluded. It is the responsibility of the Governing Body to monitor the rate of fixed term exclusions and 
permanent exclusions, and to ensure that the policy is administered fairly and consistently.  
  

Review  
The Governing Body review this policy every two years. The governors may however, review the policy 
earlier than this, if the government introduces new regulations or if the Governing body receives 
recommendations on how the policy might be improved.  
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Warren Wood Primary Academy  
Behaviour Policy 
 

General Statement  
‘Good discipline is a vital part of school life. It is one of the elements which make up a school’s ethos – 
that intangible combination of elements which give each school its unique character an atmosphere’.   
‘Good discipline helps overall school effectiveness by providing a good learning and teaching 
environment. It is central to the organisation of school life and to the children’s wellbeing’.  Scottish 
Council for Research in Education, 1993   
  

Aims and Expectations   
To ensure that every member of the School community feels valued and respected, and that each 
person is treated fairly and well. We are a caring community, whose values are built on mutual trust and 
respect for all. The behaviour policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members of 
the Academy can live and work together in a supportive way.  
 
It aims to promote an environment where everyone feels happy, safe and secure.  To promote an 
environment which encourages children to enjoy learning and become positive, responsible and 
increasingly independent members of the Academy community. To foster independent work habits, 
leading to increasingly focused self-assessment.  To provide opportunities to receive a curriculum that 
suits every child’s interests and abilities.   
  
Both staff and children within the Academy are made aware of their rights and the responsibilities that 
are associated with such rights.  
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Right to an identity  Responsibility to respect other people’s religion and culture, the way they 
dress and look and treat everyone equally.  

Right to learn  Responsibility to try to come to School every day and always try our best.  

Right to be safe  Responsibility to make sure our actions do not hurt ourselves or other 
people.  

Right to express our 
opinions and to be 
heard  

Responsibility to be brave and honest, listen to other people’s ideas and 
opinions without being disrespectful.  

Right to play  Responsibility to play games fairly and safely, include others and play with 
team spirit and good sportsmanship and look after equipment.  

  
The primary aim of the behaviour policy is not a system to enforce rules. It is a means of promoting 
good relationships, so that people can work together with the common purpose of helping everyone to 
learn. This policy supports the Academy community in aiming to allow everyone to work together in an 
effective and considerate way.  
The Academy rewards good behaviour, as it believes that this will develop an ethos of kindness and co-
operation. This policy is designed to promote good behaviour, rather than merely deter anti-social 
behaviour.  
  
When a teacher has concerns about the behaviour of the pupils in their class they should first consider 
the following:  
  

• Curriculum design and differentiation  
• Challenging goals and feedback  
• Parental/community involvement 
• Safety of environment  
• Classroom management 

  
Academy staff should:  
  

• Ignore secondary behaviour  
• Stay with the facts  
• Let children save face  
• Use solution focussed questions  
• Describe the problem and the consequence  
• Consistently use the agreed behaviour management strategies   

  

Behaviour Management Strategies  
Good to be Green is a positive behaviour strategy and is the main behaviour strategy to be used 
throughout the whole school including Nursery and Foundation stage. Each class has a wall hanger with 
the name of each child. In the single named pockets there are three cards a green, amber and a red. The 
black and white cards are held in a spare pocket to be used accordingly.  
  
Green every child starts each day on a green card. A verbal warning is given before issue of an orange 
card, the green card will turned vertical to indicate the verbal warning. 
  
Orange is a second warning. This can be reversed back to green.  
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Red will be turned if the orange warning is ignored (please feel free to change the wording not sure is 
ignored is the correct word). The consequence of the red card is ten/ fifteen minutes at the back of the 
classroom completing work, and a missed break. Parents will be informed. 
  
Black the consequence of a black card is an exit to the Behaviour Mentor where work must be 
completed. Parents will be informed by Behaviour Mentor or Deputy Headteacher. 
 
White is the final stage and child is sent to the Behaviour Mentor for rest of the day to complete work at 
a work station. Parents are informed immediately. A same day meeting is arranged. 
 
 
 
Other strategies that may support behaviour management in class  
  

  
  
 
  

   

  

The use of body language  
Reminders of expectations  
Proximity  
Control  
Good questions (What should you be doing?)  
Humour  
Use ‘Thank you’ not ‘please’ when 
redirecting Distraction  

   

   

Private chat  
Rewind (let’s rewind)  
Accept and redirect (yes but …… / maybe 
you were but ……..) Give choices with 
consequences  
Remove audience  

  
If a class teacher is concerned about general class behaviour they need to consider the reasons for 
the behaviour and discuss this with the Inclusion Team. If the class teacher decides that further 
action is necessary then an AEN referral form needs to be completed and submitted to the Inclusion 
Team. In the same way if a child is giving cause for concern on the playground or during lunchtime a 
member of staff must refer the child to the Inclusion team by using an AEN referral system and keep 
the class teacher informed. The SENCO and Inclusion Team hold weekly meetings to discuss children 
causing concern.  
  

Rewards  
The Academy adopts a positive approach to behaviour management: 

• Staff praise and congratulate the children.  
• Staff use stickers and charts or marbles in the jar.  
• Phone calls or notes home to parents for exemplary work/behaviour or improvements to work 

and behaviour.  
• We acknowledge the good work, behaviour and effort of individual children as part of our 

celebrations assemblies.  
• Golden Time.  
• Class/Year Group rewards. 
• Good to be Green reward days. 

  

Sanctions  
The Academy uses a number of sanctions to enforce the school rules, and to ensure a safe and positive 
learning environment. We employ each sanction appropriately to each individual situation.  
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Every child may misbehave at some time or another. On most occasions this can be dealt with by a 
verbal reprimand. In the classroom it may be that the child has his/her card changed using the green day 
chart.  
  
In the classroom persistent misbehaviour can be dealt with by consistent use of the Green card system.  
  
If a child is exited from the playground or classroom they need to be handed to a Behaviour Mentor 
with a clear explanation of the behaviour that has caused the concern.  
  
Where problems appear to be part of a pattern of behaviour it is important that parents and carers are 
involved from an early stage.  This can be done initially by the class teacher, followed up by the 
Behaviour Mentor and if the child does not make progress or the parents do not engage then by the 
Deputy Headteacher and ultimately the Headteacher.  
  
It is appropriate in some cases to involve the Welfare Officer and Inclusion Team, Social Services or Early 
Help team.  
  
Behaviour ‘think sheets’ are used to help the child understand their responsibility regarding any 
inappropriate behaviour they may have been involved with. These need to be completed with the child 
and placed in the centrally held folder in the Pastoral Support Team Office. The Behaviour mentor will 
monitor the number of ‘think sheets’ and liaise with the Inclusion Team to decide on future strategies.  
  
In the event of a serious incident a member of the Senior Leadership team will be informed and the 
child removed from the classroom.  A member of staff will complete a incident form and the child will 
complete a behaviour think sheet. Parents will be contacted immediately and invited in to discuss the 
incident.  
  
Sanctions must not include:  

• Physical Force  
• Withdrawal from curriculum activities (these are every child’s legal entitlement).  
• Being left unsupervised anywhere in the Academy building including outside in the corridor or in 

the entrance hall.  
• Threats that cannot be carried out.  
• Writing out extra work in an area of the curriculum which might decrease their interest in it.  

  
Teachers can:  

• Confiscate children’s property if it is not appropriate to be in school.  
• Subject to the Academy’s behaviour policy a child may be disciplined for any misbehaviour when 

the child is:  
1. Taking part in any Academy organised or Academy related activity.  
2. Travelling to and from the Academy.  
3. Wearing the Academy uniform or in some other way identifiable as a pupil at the Academy.  
4. Could have repercussions for the orderly running of the Academy.  
5. Poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public.  
6. Could adversely affect the reputation of the Academy.  

  
Confiscation of inappropriate items  
There are two sets of legal provisions which enable Academy staff to confiscate items from pupils:  
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1. The general power of discipline: This enables a member of staff to confiscate, retain or dispose of a 
pupil’s property as a punishment and protects them from liability for damage to, or loss of, any 
confiscated items.  
2. Power to search without consent for ‘prohibited items’ including:  

• Knives and weapons  
• Alcohol  
• Illegal drugs  
• Stolen items  
• Tobacco and cigarette papers  
• Fireworks  
• Pornographic images  
• Any article that has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence, cause personal 

injury or damage to property.  
• Any item banned by the Academy rules which has been identified in the rules as an 

item which may be searched for.  
 

The legislation sets out what must be done with prohibited items found as a result of a search- the 
Academy will make the decision to retain, dispose of or hand in to the police the confiscated items. 
Where a child has knowingly brought a prohibited item into school with malicious intent, the 
Headteacher may impose any of the afore mentioned approved sanctions or exclusion in extreme 
circumstances. 
  

Power to use reasonable force 
The legal provisions on Academy discipline also provide each member of the staff with power to use 
reasonable force (Team Teach following training) to prevent pupils committing an offence, injuring 
themselves or others or damaging property, and to maintain good order and discipline within the 
classroom.  
 
Head Teachers and other authorised Academy staff may also use such force as is reasonable given the 
circumstances when conducting a search without consent for knives, weapons, alcohol, illegal drugs, 
stolen items, tobacco and cigarette papers, pornographic images, fireworks or articles that have been or 
could be used to commit an offence or cause harm. Force cannot be used to search for items banned 
under school rules e.g. sweets and toys. 
  
The Role of the Headteacher  
It is the responsibility of the Headteacher to implement the behaviour policy consistently throughout 
the academy, and to report to the governors, when requested, on the effectiveness of the policy. It is 
also the responsibility of the Headteacher to ensure the health, safety and welfare of all children within 
the academy.  
  
The Headteacher supports the staff by implementing the policy, by setting the standards of behaviour, 
and by supporting staff in the implementation of the policy.  
  
The Headteacher has the responsibility for giving fixed term suspensions to individual children for 
serious acts of misbehaviour. For repeated or very serious acts of antisocial behaviour, the Headteacher 
may permanently exclude a child.  
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The Role of the Parent  
The academy staff work collaboratively with the parents so children receive consistent messages about 
how to behave at home and at the academy.  
  
We expect parents to support their children’s learning and to co-operate with the academy. We try to 
build a supportive dialogue between the home and the academy, and we inform parents immediately if 
we have concerns about their child’s welfare or behaviour.  
  
If the academy has to use reasonable sanctions to punish a child, parents should support the actions of 
the staff. If parents have any concerns about the way that their child has been treated, they should 
initially contact the class teacher. If the concern remains they should contact the Welfare Officer, 
SENCO, Deputy Headteacher or Headteacher. If they feel that the situation has not been resolved after 
consultation with the Headteacher they should contact the School governors. If these discussions 
cannot resolve the problem, a formal grievance or appeal process can be implemented.  
  

The Role of the Governors  
The governing body has the responsibility of setting down these general guidelines on the standards of 
discipline and behaviour, and of reviewing their effectiveness. The governors support the Headteacher 
in carrying out these guidelines.  
The Headteacher has the day – to – day authority to implement the behaviour policy, but the governors 
may give advice to the Headteacher about particular disciplinary issues. The Headteacher must take this 
into account when making decisions about matters of behaviour.  
  

Bullying  
The safety of the children is paramount. If a child hurts or bullies another pupil, the adult dealing with 
the situation must record this using an ABC log and sanctions will be imposed. ABC logs must be passed 
immediately to the SENCO or the Headteacher. This behaviour will be entered onto the academies 
behaviour log. The academy does not tolerate bullying of any kind. If an act of bullying or intimidation 
has taken place, staff will act immediately to stop any further occurrences of such behaviour. (See Anti 
Bullying Policy)  
  

Fixed – Term and Permanent Exclusions  
Only the Headteacher (Deputy Head with Headteacher permission) has the power to exclude a pupil 
from the Academy. The Headteacher may exclude the pupil for one or more fixed periods, for up to 45 
days in any one academic year. The Headteacher may also exclude a pupil permanently. It is also 
possible for the Headteacher to convert a fixed-term exclusion into a permanent exclusion, if the 
circumstances warrant this.  
  
If the Headteacher excludes a pupil, parents will be informed immediately and given the reason for 
exclusion. Parents will be provided with a written letter to advise of the exclusion period, reason for 
exclusion, date for reintegration meeting and appropriate work for the child to complete during 
exclusion. Upon reintegration, the child will spend the morning with the behaviour mentor in Pastoral 
Support before returning to class, behaviour will be monitored.  
 
At the time of parent notification, the Headteacher will make it clear to the parents that the governing 
body must consider any representations made by parents in line with the following procedure:  
 
Permanent Exclusions 
The governing body must convene a meeting to consider reinstatements within 15 days of receiving 
notice of the exclusion. The same is true when an exclusion will take the child’s total days of exclusion 
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above 15 days for one term. 
 
Fixed Term Exclusions 
Where the exclusion will take the child’s total days of exclusion above five for the term, if requested by 
parents the governing body must convene a meeting to consider reinstatement within 50 days of 
receiving notice of the exclusion. Where exclusion does not take the pupil’s total days of exclusion 
above five for the term, the governing body must still consider any representations made by parents but 
cannot overturn the head teacher’s decision.  
 
The Headteacher informs the Governing Body and Local Authority about any permanent exclusions 
immediately, and about any fixed – term exclusions on a termly basis. 
  
The Governing Body itself cannot either exclude a pupil or extend the exclusion period made by the 
Headteacher.  
  
The Governing Body has a discipline committee, which is made up of between three and five members. 
This committee considers any exclusion appeals on behalf of the governors. When an appeals panel 
meets to consider an exclusion, they consider the circumstances in which the pupil was excluded, 
consider any representation by the parents and consider whether the pupil should be re- instated. If the 
governors’ appeals panel decides that a pupil should be reinstated, the Headteacher must comply with 
this ruling.  
  
Where requested by a parent the Academy trust will need to arrange an independent review panel to consider the decision 
of a governing body to uphold a permanent exclusion. Panel members will need to be trained in how to perform their role. 
The Academy trust will also need to appoint a special educational needs expert to advise the panel, where requested by a 
parent. The independent review panel will be able to uphold the decision to permanently exclude a pupil: recommend that 
the governing body reconsider its decision; or direct the governing body to reconsider its decision. A direction to reconsider 
will be limited to circumstances where a panel decides that the Academy has acted illegally, irrationally or in a procedurally 
flawed manner.  
  

Monitoring  
The Headteacher and the Leadership Team monitor the effectiveness of the behaviour policy on a 
regular basis. The Headteacher reports to the governing body on the effectiveness of the policy and, if 
necessary, makes recommendations for further improvements.  
  
The academy keeps a variety of records of incidents of misbehaviour. The Behaviour Mentor records 
minor incidents through ‘think sheets’ and other incidents on SIMs. Leadership team review the children 
who receive red, black or white cards weekly as well as identifying classes with only green cards. A 
manual record is also kept of any incidents that occur at break times and lunch times. These incidents 
need to be reported to the Behaviour Mentor. 
  
A Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) will be put into place if a child is at risk of exclusion. Regular meetings will 
be held to discuss the child’s progress towards behaviour targets to identify and support around 
behaviour management the parent may need at home to support the Academy plan. Those involved 
with these meetings will be: Deputy Headteacher, Welfare Officer, SENCO, Behaviour Mentor, parents, 
Early Help team, child and any other agency identified as having a positive impact on the family.  
  
The Academy keeps a record of any pupil who is suspended for a fixed – term, or who is permanently 
excluded. It is the responsibility of the Governing Body to monitor the rate of fixed term exclusions and 
permanent exclusions, and to ensure that the policy is administered fairly and consistently.  
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Review  
The Governing Body review this policy every two years. The governors may however, review the policy 
earlier than this, if the government introduces new regulations or if the Governing body receives 
recommendations on how the policy might be improved.  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hilltop Primary Academy  
Behaviour policy 
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School Ethos 
We, as a school believe that children should be encouraged to develop self-discipline, self-esteem and 
respect for others and their property. 
 
General Rules 
Rules are kept to a minimum, but are designed to ensure that children learn in a safe and secure 
environment. 
 

• Pupils will move around the school in an orderly and controlled manner. 
• Pupils will show respect and consideration for others and their property. 
• The school will not tolerate unacceptable and antisocial behaviour of any kind. 
• Bullying is dealt with using strong and decisive action. 
• Pupils are expected to show consideration for the whole school environment and will be actively 

encouraged in maintaining a tidy school. 
 

School Guidelines for establishing positive behaviour in class 
 

• Children will be clearly aware of class rules and may be actively involved in their development at 
the start of each academic year. 

• Children will be made aware of the sanctions and reward process within this school. 
• Children will be given responsibility both individually and collectively for the organisation of the 

classroom. 
• Teachers will, wherever possible, provide suitable activities and resources linked to the 

curriculum and citizenship to meet individual needs. 
• There will be consistent and positive reinforcement of morals and values in all areas. 

 
Ways in which the school encourages good behaviour 
 

• By giving children responsibilities in order to encourage a sense of self worth and being valued. 
• By a consistent expectation of good behaviour, combined with frequent positive reinforcement 

and praise. 
• By using the language of RECIPE (respect, excellence, cooperation, independence, perseverance 

and enjoyment) and praising children who show these values.  
• Rewarding good achievement through:- 

a) House points 
b) Merit awards and RECIPE postcards 
c) Stickers 
d) Praise from headteacher and other staff for improved work or behaviour 
e) Exhibiting good work through display, sharing time and class assemblies 
f) Involving parents in good work and behaviour by invitation to our weekly presentation 

assembly 
g) Pupil of the week award 
h) Celebrating achievements out of school 
i) The presentation of a PRIDE badge 

 
Strategies for dealing with negative behaviour 
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Minor Misbehaviour 
 

• Children will be reminded of the language of RECIPE (respect, excellence, cooperation, 
independence, perseverance and enjoyment) and supported in identifying which aspects of 
the RECIPE they are not following.  

• Children will be encouraged to change their behaviour. 
• Children may be moved to another part of the classroom to work.  
• Children may be asked to stay in at playtime or lunchtime (supervised). 
• Children may be excluded from activities. 
• Children may be excluded from the classroom to the room of another member of staff  
• Children may be given the opportunity to attend Oasis Club to give them some “time out” 

at lunch time. This can be suggested by class teacher or lunch time supervisor and could be 
for set periods of time. 

 
Major Misbehaviour 
 
In order to manage major incidents of poor behaviour we use a yellow card system as outlined below. 
 
Yellow Cards 
 
In Class-Issued by teacher 
 
Yellow cards should be given for: 
      Rudeness  
      Constantly disturbing others 
      Consistently poor attitude 
      Behaviour which causes a danger to themselves and others 
      Consistently breaking the class rules  
 
(Please note: Yellow cards should not be for unfinished work, non completion of homework or poorly 
completed work) 
 
Around the School-Issued by any teacher or under advice from support staff 
 
Yellow Cards should be given for: 
    Lack of respect for adults 
    Running around school in a dangerous manner 
    Lack of respect for property 
    Inappropriate behaviour in toilets 
    Not being in the right place at the right time 
    Breaking the school rules 
 
In the Playground (At playtime and lunch time)-Issued by teachers under advice from Lunchtime Support 
Staff 
 
Yellow cards should be given for: 
     Overly aggressive and rough play despite warnings  
     Swearing, heard by adults  
     Confirmed complaints of bullying and unkindness 
     Lack of respect towards adults 
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What does a yellow card mean? 
  
     Each yellow card means a detention 
     All yellow cards issued should be sent to the child’s teacher. 
     The class teacher will then ask the child to take the yellow card to the Headteacher’s office. 
     The yellow card will then be discussed with the child. 
 
Detentions 
 

• Detentions are held as soon as possible after the offence 
• The Headteacher or Deputy Headteacher will supervise detentions 
• Detentions will be held in the Headteacher’s office 
• Detentions will last the whole of lunchtime (with the children getting a small comfort break at 

12.55pm)  
• At detention, pupils will be given work to complete which is appropriate to their age and ability 
• Teachers ensure their children turn up to the Headteacher’s office following the completion of 

their lunch. 
• A book will be kept to record all children attending detention on each day 
• Pupils with a detention will all go on 1st sitting and will go to the front of the line 
• 5 minutes before the end of detention (12.55) the children will be allowed to go to the toilet and 

then will join the rest of their class on the playground 
• Parents will be notified  

 
Truancy 
Any child who absconds from the school premises during school time does so at his or her risk. In such 
circumstances our policy would be to inform the parents or guardians by telephone and to inform the 
police immediately, (regarding the child’s safety) 
 
It is expected that teachers and all ancillary staff should be familiar with our Behaviour Systems in order 
to deal with behaviour in a consistent manner. 
 
Peer support among all staff is a vital aspect of our discipline system 
 
Parents, teachers, midday meal supervisors and TAs should communicate and work together regarding 
concerns about behaviour. 
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